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ABOUT

WhoObjectives

Clare O Connor Coaching

provides support in the

personal and professional

development of females in

STEM & Construction.

What

 By working on leadership

skills and career goals

through training, mentoring

and coaching, we help

create a safe environment in

which to learn and progress.

Improved rates of individual

progression and career

acceleration of females in STEM.

The development of more

diverse teams and talent pools,

resulting in an increase in

organisational productivity and

efficiency.

Increased confidence and self-

efficacy in our female leaders

nurtured through collaboration

and community.



SERVICES

Leadership
Training for

Females in STEM
and Construction

Various packages are available

from two day to six day courses

with a possibility of including

individual coaching or

mentoring additionally

Development of
Internal

Mentoring
Programs

Working with the business

on objectives and

outcomes in developing a

program for internal

employee mentoring

Keynote &
Motivational

Speaking
Clare shares her story of her career

as a marine engineer working at

sea, the challenges she faced, with

the learnings that came from this.

Speaker Bio below.

Professional
Development

Workshops

Assertive Communication

Supervisory management

Imposter syndrome

Courageous conversations

To discuss working with us and to request specific information about packages
please contact Clare on the number below or by email.
086 4532363         contact@clareoconnor.ie



Clare is a Mentor and Trainer specialising the Personal and Professional Development of females in

STEM and Construction. She was awarded her Engineering Degree from The NMCI in 2004 and

studied to Chief Engineer Level in 2014. Clare is professionally certified in Training and Development

QQI Level 6 Special Purpose, Prince 2 Project Management as well as a Diploma in Business

Coaching awarded by the Coach Institute of Ireland. 

 

In her career to date she has represented the engineering and training professions, which grew

organically side by side, both domestically and globally in over 30 countries. In both disciplines she

has achieved recognition with her professional approach, technical capability, ethical values, and

heartfelt communication. Clare has extensive experience in fast paced Manufacturing, Production,

Maintenance and Facilities environments and roles.

 

Clare has worked in a range of companies from global corporations to non-profit organisations. This

unique combination of roles in a variety of sectors allows her a rare insight into the requirements of

an organisation to empower and engage their employees resulting in improved business processes

and efficiency. Clare combines her professional and real-life experience to deliver strong and

engaging training experiences, tailored to the requirements of the organisation.

 

Clare has coached and trained across a wide variety of industry sectors including Engineering,

Manufacturing, Maintenance, Utilities, Non-profit, Education Professionals and Start-Up

Entrepreneurs.
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Happy Client Stories

Supportive partners

Your talk was really inspiring and a
brilliant insight into your world and

work as a marine engineer. There was
a great buzz afterwards and I really

feel a lot of people benefited from it.

You have a really brilliant way of putting
the female experience into words, it really

resonated with me!

Clare is a great listener, and is very
skilled at getting to the nub of a situation

and assessing a course of action
accordingly. I felt very motivated and
enthused after my session with Clare

Clare is an excellent trainer and facilitator. She
supports the group through the course and

creates a real interest in the topic at hand. She
is professional and very easy to work with.

 I dont think you realise the power you have. I
wish I could get inside your head an take a
fraction of what you can do. The ability you

have to break something down and simplify it
to give such clarity is unbelievable. 

Thank you so much for our mentoring
session, I really appreciate the clarity and
direction you brought, and always bring to

our sessions. I am looking forward to
working with you in the future.


